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This is a mod of Unomondo's Wii "Mario Sunshine" related wad, which is compatible with all Wii ROMs,
and has the following features:. Nintendo 64 ROMs are simply sold by Nintendo to game developers like

Konami, Sega, and Capcom as ROM files with the name wad. Wii and Nintendo DS are not sold by
Nintendo, but are sold by Nintendo-affiliated companies (also called packagers). Bomberman 64 doesn't

have any kind of "Nintendo 64 wad file", but, as wad files are simply ZIP files, there's a total of four files
inside:. "wad.elf" is the 4MB game file, which contains the game itself. As such, it's also the source for the

file "runtime.elf", which contains the game's runtime. While "runtime.elf" is a normal ROM file,
"runtime.zip" contains a collection of normal files, and is not allowed to be used as a ROM file. Inside the
runtime.zip is a "runtime.bin" file, which contains what's left of the game's runtime after decompression.

"runtime.bin" is not a normal ROM file, and is not allowed to be used as a ROM file. Please note that only
the game, "runtime.elf" and "runtime.bin" are allowed to be used as a ROM file, while any type of image or
file as found inside "runtime.zip" is not allowed to be used as a ROM file. The game itself is loaded directly
into RAM during booting. As such, if a game does not use the MPE engine and forces all memory accesses
to the HDD, the game will run 100% faster (provided the HDD is much faster than the RAM). The game

has only two types of memory; 0x0D0000-0x0FFFFF (RAM) and 0x0D1000-0x0D7FFF (CPU data
RAM). Instead of 0x0D0000-0x0FFFFF, the game has some RAM at 0xC0000-0xC1FFF. This was there

for compatibility reasons, and is now unused. It is actually possible to put your own data into this RAM, but
that would require a custom-made WiiNAND chip. As such, I will not support custom chips, so if you need

a custom chip, you'll have to build your own. 3e33713323
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